
By shifting your mindset and applying new 
ways of thinking and tools we elevate many 
executives from below the line (in the above 
model) to above the line where they become 
leaders of teams and leaders of leaders. 

 I have outlined the journey and the impact 
that is made at each stage and the behaviours 
and choices that go along with each one to be 
a limitless leader.

To go from a ‘manager’ mindset to a ‘leader’ 
mindset takes skill, will and energy and more 
than just drive, ambition and some smarts. 
It all starts with self leadership and making a 
choice to lead. To create Limitless Leadership, 
leadership that never ends or stops growing and 
evolving, we need to look on the inside first and 
make a decision to commit, learn, unlearn and 
learn again.

Be Limitless!

WHO IS THIS FOR?
• Current leaders who want to 

empower, motivate and foster 
commitment not compliance 

• Emerging leaders and executives 
transitioning from management 
to leadership

• Time poor, skill-stretched leaders 
who want to do more

• Leaders of self and those that 
influence and lead decisions

• Leaders that want to create 
future leaders

• Business owners managing a 
team

Shift from the overwhelm of a 
management mindset to a clearer and 
focused leadership mindset.

Increase motivation and performance 
of your team and organisation!

Tuesday 26th March 2019  
8.30am – 4:30pm Melbourne CBD

$990 pp | Or book by 28th February for 
Earlybird price of $880 pp (inc. GST)  

Limitless
LeadershipTM

1 DAY MASTERCLASS

WHERE DO YOU CURRENTLY SIT?

Taking your performance to the next level by 
building Limitless Leaders and teams

Includes:
• 1 day Limitless Leadership workshop with  

Renée Giarrusso
• Morning/afternoon tea & lunch
• Workshop Manual
• Access to the Limitless Leaders Diagnostic Tool
• Copy of Renée’s book: Limitless Leadership

Limited to 25 places



© Renee 
Giarrusso

Limitless
Leadership

Renée is an amazing woman. Inspirational. She explains leadership strategies in a way 
that is easy to understand and suggestions of how to alter things leading to personal 
improvements. I particularly loved hearing about what “lights me up”. Every day l have 
asked myself, “have l done something today that lights me up”? If l haven’t, l’ve tried to 
do something, even if it is only little. My energy levels are up - thanks Renée. I am looking 
forward to our journey together and love that you’re in my corner!

Natasha Groves, Key Account Manager, Orora

Renée is a highly energetic and engaging presenter, facilitator and coach who demonstrates passion for her 
subject matter. She will work in your business to embed tools and practices to build capability and strengthen 
organisational performance. Renee’s style is polished but down to earth, she is adaptable and highly organised. 
I would thoroughly recommend Renee to work with and add value to your business.

Karen Littlepage, CPHR, Head of People & Culture at GS1 Australia

RENÉE GIARRUSSO

Renée Giarrusso is an accomplished speaker, author, facilitator, trainer and coach who works with 
leaders, organisations and teams to level up in areas such as communication, leadership and 
motivational mapping. She founded RG Dynamics 11 years ago after and with over 18 years experience 
as a leader and working with leaders she has worked across 24 industries including Telecommunications, 
Fast Moving Consumer Goods, Professional services, Consumer Durables, Government (job services), 
automotive, electronics and many more. 

She is obsessed with working with individuals and their teams to fulfil their potential which results in 
increased performance and success. She passionately helps individuals achieve their goals and believes 
everyone is limitless in their ability to achieve. Her expertise in growing and developing capability 
and behavioural change around leadership, communication, coaching, presentation skills and sales 
effectiveness leave her clients inspired, re-energised and with improved results. 

Renée’s clients appreciate her flair and passion and commitment to getting results. Along with her highly 
developed skills in the area of learning reinforcement back on the job, she has the experience and 
understanding of what it takes to lead a high performing team. 

Renée has recently published her first book “Limitless Leadership”. 

I recently completed a leadership course which Renée facilitated. She was able to keep a diverse collection 
of managers completely engaged with the material while simultaneously creating an environment where 

everybody felt comfortable to share their own experiences with the group. This was hands down one of 
the most enjoyable and informative workshops I have had the pleasure of attending.

Steven Taylor, Financial Controller at William Adams

• Limitless Leadership & 3D Leadership
• Position and journey
• Raise others by being in service
• The leadership mindset

• Management vs. Leadership
• Balanced leadership to leverage time
• Self-management over time management

• Leadership style & adaptability
• Survey and application in role

• Cut-through communication
• Verbal vs. non-verbal
• Barriers
• Emotional Intelligence
• Deep listening & questioning skills to connect

• Building rapport to Influence
• Tools and techniques

• Understanding motivation and drivers of human 
behaviour
• What lights you up
• Managing diversity of strengths
• Decoding language to connect and influence

The workshop will be highly interactive with over 60% of the workshop based on skills practice and 
dynamic learning. Highly facilitated around the group’s objectives and level of leadership experience 
you will walk away feeling energised and equipped for even more success!

Individual coaching sessions with Renée are usually up to $1200; this program is a great way to access 
over 18 years of leadership knowledge, skills and new and innovative thinking.

Visit our website at www.reneegiarrusso.com  
for tickets or to register your interest

• Feedback to feed forward
• Model and application

• Nailing the difficult conversation
• Reflection and methodology

• Introduction to Coaching
• Case study for coaching
• Benefits and model to apply
• Skills practice to get buy in
• Creating future leaders

• Your support network
• Your mentors, leaders and networks

• Action and accountability plan

(Not limited to and will be tailored to group)

WORKSHOP THEMES

Taking your performance to the next level by 
building Limitless LeadersTM and teams


